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Feeling naughty? Included in this anthology are five stories of women looking for some 'kink' in their lives,
and the men that willingly oblige them. These romantic stories are fun and sexy and include domestic
discipline and spanking.

Managing Miranda
Miranda Russell is worried her husband is losing interest in her so she devises a plan to gain his
attention—even if it also incurs his anger. The fact is, her workaholic husband, Justin, has no idea he's not
spending enough time with his lovely wife, until she surprises him at his company's holiday party,
completely disobeying his order not to purchase a new gown.

First Time
When a handsome stranger gifts Vicky with a riding crop on her first visit to the local adult bookstore, she
hesitantly accepts it along with his dinner invitation. Little does she know the wild passion that Cain will
ignite with the first strike of leather against her bare flesh.

The Second Session
Her desire whetted, Vicky accepts one of Cain's friends into their bed, eager to switch roles from submissive
to aggressor. But in her quest to dominate the brawny, muscular Brick, Vicky gives into desire, requiring
Cain to administer some well-deserved correction.

Three Strikes
Candy rolled her eyes when Vicky invited her to dinner to meet her new boyfriend, Cain, especially when
the offer included not only voyeurism as dessert, but also a partner for her to join in the fun. No man had
ever been able to give Candy real pleasure, no matter what sex toys they had tried. But Cain's friend Devlin
is not a man; he's a centuries old vampire who's more than up to the challenge, and willing to do whatever it
takes to give Candy what she's been missing.

The Newlyweds
Jane laughed off her new husband's threats to turn her over his knee if she disobeyed him in their marriage,
but realizes he's serious when, on their honeymoon, he does exactly that! Humiliated and furious, she
threatens him with divorce but Aaron convinces her to give them a chance. Jane soon realizes Aaron is
exactly the kind of man she needs in her life.
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From reader reviews:

Thomas Murray:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important thing
for us to be aware of everything in the world. Each book has different aim or maybe goal; it means that book
has different type. Some people truly feel enjoy to spend their time for you to read a book. They may be
reading whatever they get because their hobby will be reading a book. How about the person who don't like
examining a book? Sometime, man feel need book after they found difficult problem or maybe exercise.
Well, probably you will want this Make Me Behave.

Joe North:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be upgrade about what going on or facts even
knowledge to make these keep up with the era that is always change and advance. Some of you maybe will
probably update themselves by reading books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems coming to a
person is you don't know which you should start with. This Make Me Behave is our recommendation to help
you keep up with the world. Why, because book serves what you want and wish in this era.

Wilma Richards:

That publication can make you to feel relax. This kind of book Make Me Behave was multi-colored and of
course has pictures around. As we know that book Make Me Behave has many kinds or style. Start from kids
until adolescents. For example Naruto or Investigator Conan you can read and think that you are the
character on there. So , not at all of book are make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and relax.
Try to choose the best book for you and try to like reading in which.

Robert Long:

Reserve is one of source of understanding. We can add our information from it. Not only for students but
native or citizen have to have book to know the update information of year to year. As we know those
textbooks have many advantages. Beside all of us add our knowledge, could also bring us to around the
world. From the book Make Me Behave we can get more advantage. Don't one to be creative people? For
being creative person must like to read a book. Just choose the best book that appropriate with your aim.
Don't be doubt to change your life with this book Make Me Behave. You can more attractive than now.
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